Inspire
Motivate
Stimulate

LOGOS is the training fund of the Joint Committee 226 for
employees from international trade, transport and logistics.
We focus on training, employment and competency policy
in order to address future challenges in our sector.
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LOGOS offers interactive, open training courses that are given by specialists
with years of practical experience. In addition, we also organise e-learning
courses that can be taken at one´s own pace, with a coach who answers the
learner’s questions.

Choice from over 200 free training courses:




Informatics
Languages

Check out all the training courses and their
programmes on logosinform.be

Anja, project manager, about the

Frederik, team leader, about the

´Holding meetings with insight

´Coaching from A to Z´ training:

and effect´ training: "Many tips

"Very good trainer, a lot of material

and tricks were offered that can

to master, but all of it efficiently

be very effectively put into

conveyed with a light touch and the

practice."

necessary humour."
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Last year
7272
students
2315
subsidy
files

16015
teaching days

2284
registrations

Are you a training manager?
Sign up at bedrijven.logosinform.be in order to:


register for the free training offer



see the overview of your registrations



know your annual credit for subsidies



apply for subsidies



monitor your subsidy files
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In our sector, we’re always looking for highlymotivated, well-educated employees. For some
positions, that isn´t always easy.
Therefore, in collaboration with VDAB and
companies, LOGOS organises training projects
for job-seekers, focusing on the bottleneck
occupations such as dispatcher, forwarding
agent … Many aspects of the sector are
addressed in these projects, so that afterwards
the students can be widely deployed.
Job-seekers from underprivileged groups

Looking for a new employee?

Does your company want to
offer a trainee position?
Or do you want to train a new
employee yourself via an IBO
[Individuele Beroepsopleiding, Individual Vocational Training Programme] ?
Check logosinform.be
or contact us.

qualify as well.
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In order to be able to count on wellPut your company on the map
for the next generation by:

educated employees in the future,
LOGOS works together with educational
partners: from secondary to higher
education, adult education …

As a company, you can help to
strengthen the image of the sector.
LOGOS will teach you about all possible
aspects of learning in the workplace.



organising company visits



offering trainee positions



supervising final-year theses



...

Paulette De Vetter, director, Provincial
Trade and Language Institute of Ghent
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A few questions we can help you with:

Any other questions? We´d like to hear them!
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For all your questions about
Subsidies:

Training programmes offered:

subsidies@logosinform.be

logos@logosinform.be
Other themes:

sectorconsulenten@logosinform.be

www.logosinform.be
LinkedIn: LOGOS - Vormingsfonds PC226
Brouwersvliet 33 bus 7, 2000 Antwerpen - Tél. 03 221 99 75

